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The recent and unprecedented surge observed in energy prices, and especially in the price of crude oil, from 2003 to 2008, has given rise to heated public and academic debates about the true nature of these shocks. Due to the potential impact of these huge movements on most economies (Sadorsky (1999); Hamilton (2003); Edelstein and Kilian (2007); Kilian (2008), among others), the effectiveness of economic policies strongly depends on the identification of the major causes of oil prices movements. Since Greenspan’s (2004) intervention regarding the existence of speculators in oil market, a popular view of the origins of the price surge has been that these movements cannot be attributed to economic fundamentals (such as changes in the conditions of supply and demand), but were caused by the increasing financialization of commodities. This financialization should in turn cause volatility clustering phenomena, extreme movements, higher comovements between oil, financial assets, and commodity prices, as well as an increased impact of financial investors’ decisions (such as hedge funds, swap dealers, . . .).

While several papers have documented the specific nature of oil price (see among others, Büyüksahin et al. (2009), Büyüksahin et al. (2010a), Büyüksahin et al. (2010b), Alquist and Kilian (2010), Silvennoinen and Thorp (2010, Brunetti et al. (2011), Hamilton and Wu (2012), Joëts (2013) limited works have been done about the welfare consequence of these movements. However, this question appears to be of primary importance from both the economic and the political point of view. For instance, the recent financialization of oil price and the potential welfare social consequences raise the economic question of the trade-off between private and public interest, since financialization is often defined as being beneficial from the private perspective without any beneficial considerations from a social planner’s point of view. Politically, the debate is even more relevant since it lends credibility to the regulation of the markets for commodity derivatives in the same way that the G20 governments try to regulate financial markets by limiting speculative behavior.

In this review we expose and discuss preliminary results about the social cost of oil price from the paper “What is the welfare social cost of oil price movements?” (Joëts and Razafindrabe (2014)). By considering an economy that is populated by four types of agents in a dynamic stochastic equilibrium framework ((i) home firms that are composed of a continuum of monopolistic, competitive firms that produce non-oil intermediate goods, a continuum of energy firms that import crude oil in the international market and produce refined-oil intermediate goods, (ii) final good firms that produce homogenous goods to be used in consumption, investment and government purchases, (iii) households which consume, invest and supply labour, and (iv) a central bank, we investigate the welfare social cost of oil price depending on the origin of shocks (i.e. oil supply shock, oil demand shock, speculative demand shock). This framework allows us to see the shock which affects the most the oil price and the consequence in terms of welfare in an oil importing country.

It appears that social welfare is affected in different ways depending on initial shocks. Fundamental shocks have usually less impact on welfare than speculative shocks. More precisely, fundamental shocks from physical supply and demand conditions are largely anticipated compared to speculative ones. In consequence, the welfare cost is less affected when the fundamental component of the oil price is dominant, since households usually smooth their consumption of refined products. However, when speculative shocks occur, evolution of the oil price seems to be more uncertain and then future evolution less predictable leading to more impact on welfare. A frequency analysis which separates short-term and long-term movements of the oil price, further shows that persistent shocks affect social welfare in a larger manner, because the smoothing behaviour of households seems to be limited at longer horizons. Finally, large oil importing countries are impacted by oil price shocks depending on the origin of shocks. If a shock is not predictable it has generally a stronger effect on welfare.
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